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Purpose of this Report 
The Standards of Excellence Project Overview 
The Standards of Excellence project is an important new initiative at Moorings Park. We 

are launching an effort aimed to share best practices across departments in our three 

campuses called Standards of Excellence. The purpose of this report is to share what we 

have learned from organizations in our research.   

 
 
Why the Standards of Excellence Program 
is Important to Moorings Park 
As we grow, so does the need to reaffirm our shared best practices across our diverse 

campuses. Currently, there is no documentation available that contains a directory of best 

practices. We are seeking to build an online, shareable, and searchable database of best 

practices. 

 
For purposes of this document and project, we will assume that a standard of practice is 

the same as a best practice. 

 

We define a best practice as a standard or set of guidelines that produces the best 

possible outcomes for a situation working. This results in Everything Working to provide 

Simply the Best. 
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Helpful Definitions 
          
 

1. Simply the Best®  

To provide Simply the Best® facilities and services for successful aging with 

professional and compassionate care to each person we serve. 

 

2. Policy  

A policy is a set of rules or guidelines for your organization and employees to follow in 

order to achieve compliance. 

 

3. Best Practices 

 
Many organizations are introducing modern best practices. 
A BP can be defined as “the most efficient (least amount of effort) and effective 
(best results) way of accomplishing a task, based on repeatable procedures that 
have proven themselves over time for large numbers of people” 
(cited from Wikipedia in Graupner et al., (2009)) 
 

 
4. Standards of Excellence Definition  
 
 
 
These definitions will be finalized and inserted later.  
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What the Standards of 
Excellence Program will Achieve 
The Standards of Excellence hub will contain the most important standards of practice 

within a given department focusing on best practices as opposed to policies found in an 

employee handbook.  

 

The project will culminate in the creation of an online hub containing best practices from 

each department and will help guide both current and future partners. This hub will be 

easily maintained and updated regularly to ensure that best practice standards are 

available for easy reference. 
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How the Standards of Excellence 
Program will be Developed 
The Standards of Excellence Initiative includes three phases: 

 

1. Discovery Phase 

We are currently in phase 1, the Discovery Phase, working on envisioning the 

project outcome, benchmarking organizational best practices, and developing the 

ideal data collection approach and data management /display software. We are 

also recruiting core stakeholders to join the project as it progresses. 

 

2. Design Phase 

In this phase, we will design the criteria for best practice submission, and actively 

collect input from all departments, conduct interviews as needed, launch surveys, 

and sort the data into information-rich categories. We will impose a document 

management system to review, sort, and complete the posting of best practices. 

 

3. Delivery Phase 

Here we will deliver a final product intended for immediate use. We will provide 

informational meetings to demonstrate how to best use the hub site and its 

contents. We will ensure a sustainability plan by the conclusion of the project. Who 

will be Involved in Developing the Standards of Excellence Initiative? Partners and 

other contributors will be asked to help build the database as we move ahead. You 

may be asked to contribute best practices from your area through a survey, 

information request, or interview. We hope that you are as excited as we are to 

develop this very important project that will benefit partners, residents, and the 

entire Moorings Park community. 
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Establishing and Embedding 
Best Practices in your Organization  

When a business establishes and communicates its internal best practice guidelines, it 

can lead to a more consistent work product, greater efficiency, and increased employee 

satisfaction. 

 

Identify areas that would benefit from establishing best practices. Look for roles or 

groups with inconsistent work product or where there are differing opinions of how 

to carry out a task. 

 
Search for existing best practices. Find if there is already written guidance 

internally or externally for how to carry out a task. 

 

Ask workers what they find helpful to capture organizational knowledge. If one 

group is seeing greater success than others, find out what they are doing 

differently, and try to apply it to all groups. 

 

Communicate new best practices. Make the new guidelines clear to understand 

and publish them in an easy-to-find place. 

 

Measure the impact of new best practices. Setting new guidelines may not always 

have the desired effect. Schedule a follow-up examination, and make changes as 

needed. 
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Best Practices: Five Key Traits 

1. Designed — The practice is deliberately engineered to foster desired business 

outcomes – not based solely on the tried and true. “We’ve done it successfully that 

way for years,” is not an acceptable rationale. Top organizations do their 

homework and create practices that address opportunities for business 

improvement. They don’t rest on their laurels, either. Any best practice must be 

subject to periodic review and evaluation. Practices that may be optimal now may 

soon prove to be insufficient as methods and markets evolve. Here’s a clue: If the 

practice can be found in a textbook, it’s most likely obsolete.  

2. Conscious — Professionals in the organization are clearly aware of the practice, 

the reasoning behind it, and how it contributes to better performance outcomes. 

That means continuous education and training are essential elements of every 

best practice. “Institutional knowledge” is not good enough unless it is 

systematically shared across the team and embraced by its members. The enemy 

of best practice is inertia; consciousness is its friend. 

3. Realistic — The practice is made achievable by clear objectives, systems, and 

tools that enable repeatable success and transparency. Organizations must define 

a best practice in both functional terms and value terms that make it compelling to 

the individuals who do the work. The benefits must be worthwhile, and the goals 

must be made achievable. If it is hard to do, then organizations must invest to 

make it easier to comply. Today that often means technology and policies that 

eliminate needless tedium while clearing away obstacles to individual and team 

success. 

4. Measurable — Practice outcomes can be tracked, measured, and evaluated using 

routine processes embedded within the business process itself. Performance is 

everything, and rapid response is crucial. Business activities happen in real-time, 

and our evaluation of those activities must also. The days of “post-mortem” reports 

on spreadsheets are over. Insights without an associated and timely mode of 

action are of little use. Reserving business intelligence for senior management is 

an outdated idea. At every level, associates need a continuous view into their 

individual performances and their impact on team and organizational results. 

5. Customer-Oriented — The practice is designed and focused on a primary  

objective of delivering on the needs of the end customer. In retail, it’s the shopper. 

In other organizations, the immediate customer may be another business entity or 

even an internal client. The principle remains the same, regardless. A practice that 

is designed, consciously adopted, realistically applied, and made measurable with 

the ultimate customer in mind will tend to rise to the top and deliver superior 

results. 
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Using an Agile Kanban working structure -- a visual system for managing and 
tracking work as it moves through a process -- is an example of a best practice. 
 

 

 

 
Benefits that organizations may gain through the effective sharing of 
BPs:  
 

1) Identify and replace poor practices 

2) Raise the performance of poor performers closer to that of the best 

3) Avoid reinventing the wheel 
4) Minimize re-work caused using poor methods 
5) Save costs through better productivity and efficiency 

Reddy and McCarthy (2006)  
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How Best Practices are Developed 
Best practices can generally be created in one of two ways. An organic best practice is 

usually formed naturally after years of trial and error make it clear that following a certain 

procedure is better than any other procedure. An established best practice is created by 

an organization or manufacturer through research to set guidelines or benchmarks for 

other organizations to follow. 

 

Organic best practices arise naturally as people work. They find that some ways of 

working produce better outcomes than others. These can come from an individual or from 

groups as they exchange ideas and experiences. Often, these best practices are written 

down, either in a book or online, to be shared with others. An everyday example of this 

type of best practice is to look both ways before crossing the street. It isn't a law to look, 

and people may find some success if they don't do it. But this often-repeated piece of 

advice produces the best results in the long run if followed.   

 

An established best practice is set through policies or regulations.  

These are often similar to a standard but are optional to follow. They may be a 

benchmark that an organization can compare itself to.  

 

An everyday example of this type of best practice is to change your car's oil every 5,000 

miles. It is highly recommended by the manufacturer and not following it reduces the 

longevity of the vehicle.   

 

How can an organization establish best practices? 

When a business establishes and communicates its internal best practice guidelines, it 
can lead to a more consistent work product, greater efficiency, and increased employee 
satisfaction 
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First Steps 

Define inclusion/exclusion criteria title, summary, activity, justification, 
measurement, owner, goal, barriers, barrier management, integration, and experiences 
and feedback, respectively. 
 

Designer support - The Standards of Excellence template supports experienced 
and non-experienced knowledge engineers to document BPs. 
 
Uniformity - The template encourages the knowledge engineer to ensure that the 
BPs are documented in a uniform and standardized way. 
 
Efficiency - The template encourages knowledge engineers to document the BPs 
in such a way that users can identify and apply them efficiently. 
 
Completeness - The template helps ensure that all relevant topics are adequately 
addressed.  
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Component Attributes – General Style  

 

The First Tentative BP Document Template (Alwazae et al., 2014) 

 

1. BP shall include the essential elements of its nature. 

 

2. BP shall contain a dramatic climax or some information that 

highlights what is most important in the BP. 

 

3. BP shall contain information on the date when it was written and who 

wrote the BP. 

 

4. BP’s summary shall encompass the most significant and identifiable 

aspects of the BP. 

 

5. BP’s summary shall contain information about the area/field in which 

the BP is to be applied. 

 

6. BP’s description shall include a summary or abstract outlining the BP. 

Motivation for using the BP 

https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/ 

https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/repository/ 

 

7. BP shall describe the advantageous outcome of its application. 

 

8. BP shall describe in which respect it is better than other alternative 

practices. 

 
  

https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/
https://www.oceanbestpractices.org/repository/
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Where do you find best practice guidelines? 

Best practices may be published in several places depending on what they are for. As 

best practices constantly change, keeping up to date on the latest developments is 

crucial. 

OEMs. Read documentation included with a product or software carefully. Check 

the manufacturer's website for updates or posts that outline new best practice 

guidelines. 

Governmental. Check government websites for published best practices. These 

may be industry-specific and following them may be legally required. 

Industry sources. Follow industry special interest groups and mailing lists. Read 

books published by industry experts. 

Informal sources. Follow discussion boards and professional blogs related to the 

technology. 

Identify areas that would benefit from establishing best practices. Look for roles or 

groups with inconsistent work product or where there are differing opinions of how 

to carry out a task. 

Search for existing best practices. Find if there is already written guidance 

internally or externally for how to carry out a task. 

Ask workers what they find helpful to capture organizational knowledge. If one 

group is seeing greater success than others, find out what they are doing 

differently, and try to apply it for all groups. 

Communicate new best practices. Make the new guidelines clear to understand 

and publish them in an easy-to-find place. 

Measure the impact of new best practices. Setting new guidelines may not always 

have the desired effect. Schedule a follow-up examination, and make changes as 

needed. 

 

 

https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/Web-site
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/discussion-board-discussion-group-message-board-online-forum
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Coding best practices for programmers and IT 

Computer programming and development are areas where establishing and following 

best practices is common and beneficial. This is because there are an infinite number of 

ways to write computer code that works, but setting standards makes the code easier to 

read by others, simple to maintain, and more fault-tolerant. 

The most common coding best practice is to add comments to the source code. While 

comments do not affect functionality, they make the code easier to use in a group. Other 

standards that may be followed are code formatting, white space usage and notation. An 

example of this may be to use Hungarian notation. 

Predictions are that nearly 45% of the world’s total workforce will be comprised of 

Contingent Workers, including Independent Contractors, SOW-based labor, and 

freelancers. How are companies managing these large populations of flexible workers?  

Learn how the Kohler Company’s HR and Procurement departments collaborate to 

manage their external workforce program, implemented a vendor management system to 

gain visibility across their external labor spend and what future expansions are planned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchsoftwarequality/definition/program
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/code
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/comment
https://www.techtarget.com/searchapparchitecture/definition/source-code
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How Best Practices will be Collected 
  

 
 
 

Step 1: Initial Topic Sort: We will establish a list 

of best practice topics as our construct list with 

Ross Dickmann's office.

Due: 11/11/22 

Step 2: Task Force Meeting: The project will be 

introduced to task force members and managers who 

will be asked to contribute to the collection of best 

practice topics (but not definitions). 

Due: 12/10/22

Action item: A Calendar of task force calls will be 

established 

Step 3: Final Compliation of Topics: Core team and 

task force members will meet to review the best 

practices construct topic list to finalize the list of topics. 

Action item: Call needed 1/10/23

Step 4: CLI will launch the Standards of 

Excellence Survey: The survey or template will 

request working definitions of each best practice.

We have created departmental ShareFile folders so 

managers can submit additional paperwork as 

needed. 

Action item: Launch date 1/20/23 

Step 5: CLI will Conduct Remote Interview: 

Interviews or focus groups to request additional data 

from task force members or managers as needed. 

Action item: 1/30/23
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Program Deliverables  
 

✓ We will produce an easily accessible web-based hub housing all of Moorings 
Park’s best practices. 
 

✓ Partners will be able to access essential Moorings Park best practices information 
in 2-3 clicks online. 
 

✓ The hub includes essential information about high-level departmental best 
practices that are used every day at Moorings Park. 
 

✓ Allow the best practices database to be updated easily and as needed. 
 

✓ The site includes useful best practices information from these functional areas, and 
possibly more: 

 
Healthcare 
Home Health 
Human resources 
Facilities 
EVS 

 
Wellness 
AL/MC 
Buildings 
Landscape/ Grounds 

Administrative 
Security and Safety 
Communication 
Dining 
Hospitality 

 
✓ The Standards of Excellence hub is set up to include a dashboard or table of 

contents with the capability to be cross-referenced easily. 
 
✓ The completed hub contains visual elements, icons, and in some cases screenshots, 

and other visual cues. 
 

✓ Serve as a quick repones system. 
 
✓ Provide on-the-ground instructions for best practices for each functional 

area/department. 
 
✓ Utilize visual and high-level simplified best practices process steps. 

 
✓ Be visual and engaging, and target best practices:  

• Processes that matter 
• Areas of risk requiring a best practice focus  
• Address ways to prevent common mistakes 
• Ensure critical best practices and processes are addressed 
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Examples of Best Practices  
Source: https://blog.bestpracticeinstitute.org/best-practices-3-companies-people-love-work/  

 
  

Best Practices Institute’s Creating a Most Loved Workplace® research found “A most loved 

workplace drives productivity, from the break room to the bottom line. From the boardroom to 

the loading dock, when employees believe they are valued, the response is strong. They work 

harder to achieve personal and company goals, work more effectively within teams and strive 

for success. All these are driven by respect.” 

 

How businesses achieve this connection needs scrutiny and communication about how it 

works at prominent corporations like Wegmans Food Markets, Inc., Salesforce.com, and 

Southwest Airlines. Their common interest in articulated values, employee empowerment, and 

extensive learning options also shows how the Human Resource function has changed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bestpracticeinstitute.org/resource-detail/research/34-most-loved-workplace-research.html
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Best Practices at Wegmans –  
Fully Aligned Business and People Goals 
Gates, NY is home to Wegmans Food Markets, Inc.  Fortune, Bloomberg, and others regularly 

list it as a leader among the best-loved and most-admired companies. 

Privately held and managed by CEO Danny Wegman and President Coleen Wegman, the 

company has been in family hands for 100 years. 

 

As of November 2016, Wegmans reports revenues of $7.9-billion through 92 locations with 

47,000-plus employees. 

 

Distinguished by its customer loyalty and customer service, you can infer that its employees 

are happily employed. Wegmans’ Media Relations Director Jo Natale told Fortune, “We 

empower our people to make decisions that improve their work and benefit our customers and 

our company.” 

 

Wegmans has consistently won awards and recognition from the likes of Fortune, Working 

Mother, American Society of Training and Development, Supermarket News, Dale Carnegie 

Training, Ethisphere Institute, National Down Syndrome Congress, National Council on Aging, 

and Forbes. All the awards argue for the employee-centric organization Wegmans puts 

forward in its public relations, recruiting, and employee development. 

Values 

Wegmans’ published values determine their culture and organizational behavior. The values 

assume an effective connection between employee and customer. In their words (with added 

emphasis in bold italics): 

 

✓ We care about the well-being and success of every person. 

✓ High standards are a way of life. We pursue excellence in everything we do. 

✓ We make a difference in every community we serve. 

✓ We respect and listen to our people. 

✓ We empower our people to make decisions that improve their work and benefit our 

customers and our company. 

 

The people emphasis is clear, repeated, and emphatic. The very rhetoric makes the people 

priority a cause and an effect connection. 
  

https://jobs.wegmans.com/benefits
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Beliefs 

Wegmans reiterates this focus in their statement of corporate beliefs (emphasis added): 

 

✓ At Wegmans, we believe that good people, working toward a common goal, can 

accomplish anything they set out to do. 

✓ In this spirit, we set our goal to be the very best at serving the needs of our customers. 

Every action we take should be made with this in mind. 

✓ We also believe that we can achieve our goal only if we fulfill the needs of our own 

people. 

 

And, you might notice all the wording avoids reference to “employer” and “employee.” 

 

Benefits 

Wegmans chose to align benefits with goals and beliefs. For example, when it comes to 

medical benefits, Wegmans says, “When our people are healthy, Wegmans can work towards 

a common goal and can fully live our values.” They help employees stay healthy with proactive 

wellness and fitness programs. 

 

In addition to the comprehensive health plans offered to all employees, they sponsor programs 

for childcare, eldercare, financial planning, adoption assistance, and dependent care savings 

accounts. 

 

Learning environment 

Wegmans President Colleen Wegman, 2012 Northeast Executive of the Year, says, “Learning 

and growing at Wegmans means that you’re given the opportunity to improve every day. No 

matter what part of the company you work in, it is important to us that everyone is engaged in 

our business, supports what we do, and continues to learn and grow.” 

 

Wegmans starts new hires at pay rates equal to or higher than the competitors. And, they 

enable learning and career growth including a competitive scholarship program providing $4.5-

million in tuition assistance every year. Since 1984, they have awarded $105-million in tuition 

scholarships to the benefit of 33,000 employees. 

 

 

 

 

https://jobs.wegmans.com/benefits
https://jobs.wegmans.com/benefits
http://www.foodindustrywomen.com/?p=2743#.WGqZ_I-cFjo
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Again, the commitment is always stage-front with Wegmans in all their literature, employee 

communications, and compensation structure, including semi-annual raises. 

 

✓ Promote from within through internal job postings. 

✓ Encourage employee referrals. (1 out of 5 employees are related). 

✓ Provide extensive in-house training and development courses. 

✓ Management Trainee Program 

✓ Store Operations Intern Program 

✓ Culinary Management Trainee Program 

✓ Culinary Extern/Intern Program 

✓ Dedicated mentors develop others by sharing knowledge, skills, and experiences. 

 

Over half of the store managers started work at Wegmans in high school or college, 

completing their education thanks to the scholarship program. 

 

Outcomes 

Employees consistently rate Wegmans highly in many areas: 

✓ 97% believe Wegmans offers great challenges. 

✓ 97% are proud to work there. 

✓ 96% say it has a great atmosphere with great bosses. 

✓ 95% appreciate what the company does for the community. 

✓ 94% say it’s a great place to work. 

✓ 93% believe Wegmans has great ethical values and practices. 

 

But, it takes marked leadership to get the business into this enviable position. Best Practices 

Institute’s study on Creating a Most Loved Workplace® found “the most basic, most desired 

commodity a company can offer its employees [is]: respect.” 

 

Empowerment: Senior managers visit each store three times a year, the SVP of 

Operations hosts a Q&A blog, and local managers run Huddles, Open Doors Days, 

and Focus Groups. Each program is a chance to listen to the people closest to the 

work and to the customer to facilitate continuous improvement. 

 

Employee Development: Wegmans invests $50+ million each year to provide training 

and development opportunities in the form of department universities, online courses, 

workshops, on-the-job experiences, cooking technique certifications, and more. They 

offer internships, management trainee opportunities, and leadership development. 

 

https://www.bestpracticeinstitute.org/resource-detail/research/34-most-loved-workplace-research.html
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Talent: Wegmans recruits talent to its corporate values. Applicants must demonstrate 

a passion for food, customers, and working with others. Hiring interview questions 

seek people who are caring, have high standards, make a difference, and value 

respect and empowerment. They also pursue diversity because it’s the right thing to 

do and because different perspectives give them a competitive advantage. 

 
 
Conclusion 
Given the consistency and continuity of its reputation, Wegmans has successfully 

aligned its talent management with its goals. It has made employee goals 

synonymous with customer goals. According to The World’s 30 Most Innovative 

Corporate Human Resources Departments, “What sets Wegmans apart in the HR 

sector is the emphasis it puts on taking care of both its employees and customers.” 

 

  

http://www.humanresourcesmba.net/worlds-30-innovative-corporate-human-resources-departments/
http://www.humanresourcesmba.net/worlds-30-innovative-corporate-human-resources-departments/
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Best Practices at Salesforce – the Spirit of “Ohana” 
Salesforce is the nation’s #1 Customer Resource Management solution, market valued at 

$49.01 billion (01/03/2017). Forbes listed it among Most Innovative Companies 8 years in a 

row; Fortune placed it among Best Companies to Work For 8 years in a row; LinkedIn named it 

among Where the World Wants to Work Now; and, Glassdoor listed it among their Best Places 

to Work. 

 

Values 
Salesforce is a highly valued company on the stock market with an irregular financial 

performance, but despite stock market volatility, employee turnover remains very low. 

 

Camaraderie: Salesforce is more than a people business. They look for people who 

enjoy working together. Chief Operating Officer, George Hu is moved by the number of 

people who have continued with the company for 10 years or more, “to see how we 

much we’ve all grown up in the company and evolved.” 

 

Transparency: People feel they can work hard at Salesforce, get something done along 

with smart and accountable peers, and have a good time doing it. EVP Jim 

Cavalieri feels, “Everyone that has been here for any length of time has been part of 

contributing to the success of the company, and we’re all on the same train.” 

 

Compassion: Salesforce employees give back to communities through its unique 1:1:1 

Model. With assertive input from employees, Salesforce donates 1% of employee hours, 

1% of its equity, and 1% of its product to causes outside their walls. 

 

 

Learning environment 
 

V2MOM: Salesforce Chairman and CEO Marc Benioff brought the V2MOM tool with him 

from Oracle. He collaborated with Salesforce leaders to write a statement of Vision, 

Values, Methods, Obstacles, and Measures. At Salesforce, every person, process, and 

performance must align with the corporate V2MOM. More importantly, each employee 

must prepare an individual V2MOM to drive and link objectives and accountabilities. 

 

Chatter Polls: Short targeted surveys provide real-time feedback to leadership for its fast 

response. Open and transparent, such tools invite employees to speak out on 

community forums, to “chatter” on what they find is working and not working. 

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2014/03/salesforce-employees.html
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2014/03/salesforce-employees.html
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2014/03/salesforce-employees.html
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Talent Development: #dreamjob navigator is their internal portal full of resources, 

including links to training courses and programs, job shadowing, and mentorship 

programs. Meant to afford opportunities to grow and develop, access and programs 

foster peer cooperation and interdependence. According to Salesforce’s Consortium for 

Service Innovation™, “About 13,000+ employees utilize #dreamjob central daily, using 

about 900 articles, of which 65% were published just-in-time.” 

 

Equality: Benioff avows, “Our higher purpose is to drive the Age of Equality.” Putting 

structure and money where their mouth is, Salesforce has operating communities 

labeled: Abilityforce (Disabled), Boldforce (Black), Earthforce (Environmental), 

Latinoforce, Outforce (LGBT), Pacificforce, SouthAsiaforce, Vetforce, and Women’s 

Network. 

 

Interestingly, these diverse interests integrate vision, values, and solutions among the 19,000+ 

employees as well as the employees across the globe, many working in native cultures where 

such issues represent new exposure. 

 

Outcomes 
Their own employee survey supports the management aim of creating a sense of “ohana.” A 

loose translation of the Hawaiian is “family,” but the word can refer to any group or community 

that emphasizes no one is left behind, that members are bound and obliged to each other. 

✓ 96% feel good about contributions to the community 

✓ 94% are proud of the willingness to get things done 

✓ 92% agree that people get along with each other 

✓ 96% are proud to work at Salesforce 

 

Conclusion 
Salesforce seeks to create a sustaining culture of ohana inside and outside its operating 

universe. The community creates a spirit of competitive camaraderie that drives training and 

development, not so much from self-interest as from family potential. 

 
 
 

http://www.serviceinnovation.org/included/docs/SFDCEmployeeSuccess.pdf
http://www.serviceinnovation.org/included/docs/SFDCEmployeeSuccess.pdf
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Best Practices at Southwest Airlines – 
Building Employer Brand 
Regularly listed among the world’s most profitable airlines, Southwest Airlines’ 53,000 

employees serve 100 million customers annually. A publicly traded company, it reported $2.2 

billion in net income (2015). 

 

Fortune listed them #7 among Most Admired Companies (2015), Forbes put them at #18 

among Best Employers (2015), and Glassdoor gave them the Employees’ Choice Award. 

 

Values 
Living the Southwest Way means having, in their words, “a Warrior Spirit, a Servant’s Heart, 

and Fun-LUVing Attitude” towards assuring a safe, profitable, and fun place to work. 

 

Warrior Spirit: Employees must demonstrate a desire to be the best. Southwest wants 

them to display urgency, perseverance, and innovation. 

 

Servant’s Heart: Fundamentally, Southwest wants leadership and employees to 

follow The Golden Rule. That means treating others with respect, putting them first, and 

proactively demonstrating customer service to inside and outside customers. 

 

Fun-LUVing Attitude: Southwest encourages employees to have fun while maintaining 

their perspective. As passionate team players, they can celebrate successes and enjoy 

the work. 

 

These motives have served to make Southwest employees a central key to their corporate 

branding. 

 

 

Benefits 
In addition to the usual group benefits, Southwest provides: 

✓ Financial security in 401(k), profit-sharing, and stock purchase plans. 

✓ Health benefits plus eldercare, adoption assistance, and mental health/dependency 

assistance. 

✓ Free flights, discounted flights, and guest passes. 

And, they list the right to create and innovate and the ability to make a difference as “employee 

benefits.” 
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Learning environment 
Safety and Security Training: In 2015, employees spent 800,000 hours in Safety and 

Security training to prevent injury. Employees populate a Culture of Safety to empower 

and accelerate hazard reporting and mitigation. 

 

Kelleher Leadership: Configured by Herb Kelleher, Southwest’s legendary founder, the 

organization invites every employee to assess the situation before them and act on their 

own, so anyone can make leadership decisions if they have experienced the pertinent 

situation. To reinforce this, Southwest pays frontline employee positions better than 

those working for other airlines, but the executive titles are not. 

 

Kick Tails: Southwest employees get recognition in real time from local management all 

the way up to the CEO, and customers are invited to do the same for associates on the 

ground or in the air. This earns them SWAG points they can redeem for travel, gifts, and 

guest passes. 

 

Southwest Airlines University (SWA U): The training facility offers technical training 

and professional development. Employees and Business Partners learn in realistic 

situations and practice on-the-job skills. 

 

Diversity Council: Southwest turns a cross-departmental and cross-functional team of 

employees into evangelists and change agents. The Council focuses on expanding its 

reach and impact on respect among members of the frontline. 

 

Days in The Field: Associates may rotate through a department that interests them to 

help define their career paths. 
 

 

 

Outcomes 

Southwest has been named #1 in customer satisfaction by the US Department of 

Transportation; #2 on Consumer Reports’ Airline Customer Satisfaction Survey; J.D. Power’s 

#2 among low-cost airlines; and #2 Business Insider’s list of the best airlines in the US. 

✓ 71% say their work is a calling. 

✓ 97% interviewed by Glassdoor admire CEO. 

✓ 85% would recommend employment to a friend. 
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Conclusion 
Southwest is a dynamic and complex organization with multiple functions at multiple locations 

including human and capital assets in flight almost 24/7. And, they do this while heavily 

unionized. 

 

They want to be “the world’s most loved, most flown, and most profitable airline.” And, they aim 

“to connect people with what’s important in their lives through friendly, reliable, and low-cost air 

travel.” 
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Conclusions  
These companies were selected as employers-of-choice in widely differing industrial sectors. 

The outcomes testify to their value in terms of employee opinion, productivity, and customer 

perception. But, they also appear to have distinctly different approaches to Human Resources. 

Of these three successful companies, only Wegmans shows the traditional role of Human 

Resources, perhaps because of the nature of its widely-scattered retail locations, historic 

problems that lie in retail personnel management, and the relatively high demands of their 

corporate culture. 

 

Kevin Stickles is Senior Vice President of HR since October 2016. He is responsible for HR 

in corporate, distribution, and manufacturing employee relations, talent management, and 

organizational planning and design. He is also must ensure HR programs, processes, and 

systems support cultural and company priorities. To manage this menu of accountabilities, 

Wegmans has shifted some of the office’s delivery system to regional HR managers and store 

managers. 

 

Salesforce shifts that paradigm with an Executive Vice President of Global Employee 

Success, Cindy Robbins who is tasked with leading efforts to attract, develop, and retain the 

best talent. Given the volume of applicants interested in employment at Salesforce, hers is a 

highly-prized talent. But, it appears to leave traditional HR administrative roles to other offices. 

And, Southwest has a Vice President of People in Julie Weber. Ms. Weber creates and 

oversees activities to bring the right people to the airline, give all employees the opportunity for 

personal and professional growth, and assure the quality and depth of leadership throughout 

the company. Given the size and placement of the Southwest workforce, the emphasis it 

places on empowerment and fun, and its union obligations, they have clearly chosen to focus 

on the side of people potential. 

 

This research indicates that there is no right Human Resources structure. Even where 

business succeeds with its people and its market, the nature of the business has a strong 

influence on its organizational structure. But, all these pulls are driving Human Resources to 

an accountably strategic role. 
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Benchmarked Organizations  
We spent some time researching several organizations to find out how they operated and 
whether their best practices were discernable, via their websites and searches we conducted. 
We researched the following organizations: 
 

1. Mayo Clinic 
2. Ritz Carlton  
3. Kohler Company 
4. American Club 
5. Mather 
6. Novare 
7. Johns Hopkins Hospital 

 
 

Mayo Clinic 
“The needs of the patient come first.” 

 
https://www.mayoclinic.org/about-mayo-clinic. 
 
 

About 

The Mayo Clinic, founded in 1864, is a nonprofit American academic medical center focused 

on integrated health care, education, and research. It employs over 4,500 physicians and 

scientists, along with another 58,400 administrative and allied health staff, across three major 

campuses.  

 

Mayo Clinic has ranked number one in the United States for seven consecutive years in U.S. 

News & World Report's Best Hospitals Honor Roll, maintaining a position at or near the top for 

more than 35 years. It has been on the list of "100 Best Companies to Work For" published by 

Fortune magazine for fourteen consecutive years. 

 

 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. Information displayed through links of PDFs. Documents such as “Amended and 

Restated Bylaws 
https://www.mayoclinic.org/documents/bylaws-of-mayo-clinic/doc-20079609 

 
2. Visually appealing display of ethics and conduct standards titled Values in Action.  

https://www.mayoclinic.org/about-mayo-clinic
https://www.mayoclinic.org/documents/bylaws-of-mayo-clinic/doc-20079609
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https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-
mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-
1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwA
s3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-
qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE 

 
High level overview of expected ethical conduct, including topics of patient privacy; 
social media; bribery; and corruption; use of Mayo Clinic assets; environmental 
stewardship.  

 
3. Categories laid out in narrative, high-level, paragraph formats that recall back to the 

values. Also available is one-click access to tip sheets, additional resources, and the 
employee hotline.  
 

4. Use of scenarios to explain concepts.  
 

5. Use of an intranet that has links to their safety site, frequently asked questions, HR 
connect, integrity and compliance, and more. This is only accessible if you are within 
the Mayo Clinic Network.  https://intranet.mayo.edu. 
 

6. Site contains separate links to policies under every high-level category.  
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-
mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-
1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwA
s3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-
qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE. 

 
 
 
 

  

https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://intranet.mayo.edu/
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
https://mcforms.mayo.edu/mc2500-mc2599/mc2570.pdf?_ga=2.144231414.232358939.1667605001-1526995939.1667605001&_gac=1.117124852.1667605542.CjwKCAjw8JKbBhBYEiwAs3sxNwu4kVSiG2yOA-XRhZiL-qgevQMbraO72BoG1fHKOvtbXTJ1GNHCUBoCf1sQAvD_BwE
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Images / Displays of Interest – Mayo Clinic 

 

 

Mayo uses short-form overviews to explain key business topics, like governance. 
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Use of scenario-style prompts to enhance learning. 
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High-level distribution of information by topic and important areas to Mayo. Links to hotline, 

important links, and the Mayo intranet are provided in the necessary areas.  
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Use of slide presentation to act as a foundation for learning site and provide links to any 
necessary additional tools.  
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Ritz Carlton 

“We are Ladies and Gentlemen serving Ladies and Gentlemen.” 
 
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/about/gold-standards 
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/about/history 
 
 

About  

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel is an American multinational luxury hotel chain. The company has 108 

luxury hotels and resorts in 30 countries and territories with 29,158 rooms, in addition to 46 

hotels with 8,755 rooms planned for the future. 

 

The current company was founded in 1983, when the previous owners sold the Ritz-Carlton 

brand name and the Ritz-Carlton hotel in Boston, Massachusetts. The brand was subsequently 

expanded to other locations. The company is a subsidiary of Marriott International. 

 
 
 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. Values in service are presented in a high-level format. 

  
2. The use of mantras and themes reminds the viewer of the overall standards and 

expectations of all employees 
Example: the employee promise: At Ritz-Carlton, our Ladies and Gentlemen are 
the most important resource in our service commitment to our guests. 
 

3. Offerings for leadership programs that are extensive and in-person, or on-demand and 
virtual so leaders can continue their development in areas including engaging 
employees, fundamentals of service, and best practices & brand foundations.  
 

4. In their organizational transformation process they emphasize:  

• Generating buy-in by involving all levels of the business, from leadership to 
frontline staff, in the culture creation process 

• Aligning people, strategies, and processes to culture, which then becomes 
embedded in the daily rhythm of the business 

• Creating employee engagement and customer-centricity 

• Forming emotional connections to the brand 
 

 
 

Images/ Displays of Interest – Ritz Carlton  

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/about/gold-standards
https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/about/history
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Steps to service values and standards in list format.  
 

The Gold Standard Steps to Service and Service Values that are made available to every 
employee and accessible to every guest. 
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Leadership course offerings with available lessons on improving customer experience, working 
in healthcare, and building a successful culture. 
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The Kohler Company 
“Gracious living is marked by qualities of charm, good taste, and  
generosity of spirit.” 
 
https://www.kohlercompany.com/who-we-are/our-stories/ 
https://www.kohlercompany.com/our-brands/golf-resort-destinations/ 
 
 

About  

Kohler Co. is an American manufacturing company based in Kohler, Wisconsin that was 

founded by John Michael Kohler in 1873. Kohler is best known for its plumbing products, but 

the company also manufactures furniture, cabinetry, tile, engines, and generators.  

 

Destination Kohler also owns various hospitality establishments in the United States and 

Scotland. Destination Kohler oversees the management, marketing, and tourism promotion for 

its golf courses, hotels, private clubs, shops, restaurants, and company-sponsored and village 

events. 

 
 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. Code of conduct navigation page including the areas of privacy, ethics, reporting 

concerns, the standards of conduct, security, environment, health, and safety. 
 

2. Use of the Kohler ‘Bold’ catchline branding throughout the standards of conduct digital 
documentation.  

 
3. Published standards of conduct available to the public stating the expectations of Kohler 

employees at the associate level and the manager level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.kohlercompany.com/who-we-are/our-stories/
https://www.kohlercompany.com/our-brands/golf-resort-destinations/
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The American Club 
 “Elegant accommodations and unparalleled service await at The American Club.” 
 
https://www.destinationkohler.com/lodging/the-american-
club?nck=8885343504&id=ps_adw_dk_sem_2022_american-
club&gclid=Cj0KCQiAmaibBhCAARIsAKUlaKQwpJHaDtfYG1_c6Bfd2Ww4xIw2t2ohd4S5lDlex
mQaTu2-taIWoyIaAlCbEALw_wcB. 
 
 
 

About  

Built in 1918 as a dormitory for single, male immigrant employees of Kohler, The American 

Club was reborn in 1981 as a five-star, five-diamond destination resort hotel. It retained its 

historic richness, storybook charm, and a single level of quality that comes with everything 

bearing the Kohler name. 

 
 
 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

1. 1.Use of videos to explain principles and code of standards. Video clip showing 
branding of Kohler Service model:  
https://s7d4.scene7.com/e2/Kohler/522MN6170_%20Overview%20video_SUBTITLED  
 

2. Unique wording to express employee performance standards: “Tastemakers, team 
players, problem-solvers, people charmers, detail-checkers, go above-and-beyonders, 
experienced perfectors, luxury lovers, caretakers, many-hat- wearers.” 
 

3. Use of images, videos, and clickable contact to improve navigability of the hospitality 
and service information pages (See reference below). 
 

4. Direct links to social media, and Google ratings and pricing for further information. 
Consistent imaging of high standards across accommodations, experiences, and 
amenities on every platform. 

 
 
 
 
 

Images/ Displays of Interest - Kohler 

https://www.destinationkohler.com/lodging/the-american-club?nck=8885343504&id=ps_adw_dk_sem_2022_american-club&gclid=Cj0KCQiAmaibBhCAARIsAKUlaKQwpJHaDtfYG1_c6Bfd2Ww4xIw2t2ohd4S5lDlexmQaTu2-taIWoyIaAlCbEALw_wcB
https://www.destinationkohler.com/lodging/the-american-club?nck=8885343504&id=ps_adw_dk_sem_2022_american-club&gclid=Cj0KCQiAmaibBhCAARIsAKUlaKQwpJHaDtfYG1_c6Bfd2Ww4xIw2t2ohd4S5lDlexmQaTu2-taIWoyIaAlCbEALw_wcB
https://www.destinationkohler.com/lodging/the-american-club?nck=8885343504&id=ps_adw_dk_sem_2022_american-club&gclid=Cj0KCQiAmaibBhCAARIsAKUlaKQwpJHaDtfYG1_c6Bfd2Ww4xIw2t2ohd4S5lDlexmQaTu2-taIWoyIaAlCbEALw_wcB
https://www.destinationkohler.com/lodging/the-american-club?nck=8885343504&id=ps_adw_dk_sem_2022_american-club&gclid=Cj0KCQiAmaibBhCAARIsAKUlaKQwpJHaDtfYG1_c6Bfd2Ww4xIw2t2ohd4S5lDlexmQaTu2-taIWoyIaAlCbEALw_wcB
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The Kohler Code of Conduct aesthetically pleasing landing and navigation page. 
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Mather 
“Creating ways to age well.” 
 
https://www.mather.com/about-us 
 
 

About  

Mather is a non-denominational, not-for-profit organization founded in 1941. Mather offers 

unique senior living residences, inspiring programs, and a research institute. The Mather brand 

is dedicated to creating exceptional experiences for residents by providing a variety of 

meaningful activities, programs, and social events to help residents Age Well. 

 

 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. The use of Mather’s branded mission of creating ‘Ways to Age Well’ when engaging 

with employees and potential clients on their online platform. 
 

2. Easy access to the three diverse communities under the united Mather brand from the 
website's main navigation bar.  
 

3. Downloadable Mather Guide to get an inside look at the life plan community for potential 
clients and other interested parties. 
 

 
 

  

https://www.mather.com/about-us
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Images/ Displays of Interest – Mather  

 
 
 

 

 
 
The Mather Organization ‘Ways to Age Well’ mission branding for employee-facing web pages. 
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Easy navigable and appealing website re-direction to the different locations under the Mather 

brand. 
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Novare 
“Peer-inspiring collaborative leadership to enhance the lives of older adults.” 
 
https://novare.org/about/ 
 

 

About  

Novare was founded in 2012 as a CEO forum. Today, Novare represents 19 Life Plan 
Community providers who share knowledge, pool resources, collaborate, and enjoy a full 
schedule of events to create exciting new opportunities for their organizations and the 
residents they serve. Novare’s mission is to accelerate member potential through peer-
inspiring collaborative leadership to enhance the lives of older adults.  
 

 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. Emphasis on an open exchange of ideas and best practices to learn from one another’s 

operating philosophies, financial models, and program sharing. Peer exchanges in 15 
disciplines including operational processes and day-to-day services.   

 
2. To promote best practices in the industry, Novare members develop and share 

Signature Programs—standout initiatives with proven results that fellow Novare 
members can adopt. Covering topics like community connection, health and wellness, 
and recruiting and retention.  

 
3. Program descriptions are outlined and accessible to anyone on the website including 

their leadership development program and management training program. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://novare.org/about/
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Images/ Displays of Interest – Novare  

 
 
 

 
 

Novare’s member list page provides uniform and easy access to more info on all the partner 
organizations. 
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Novare’s Signature Program Initiative Report provides highlights of the partners’ best 
programs. This is an example of a creative arts program that was developed through 
collaboration of Novare members and rolled out at Mather.  
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Johns Hopkins 

“Be kind, be open, be a role model, be the best.” 
 
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/about/index.html 
 
 

About 
Johns Hopkins Hospital is a teaching hospital and biomedical research facility of the Johns 

Hopkins School of Medicine, located in Baltimore, Maryland, U.S. It was founded in 1889 

Johns Hopkins Hospital and its school of medicine are considered to be the founding 

institutions of modern American medicine and the birthplace of numerous famous medical 

traditions including rounds, residents, and house staff. 

 

The mission of Johns Hopkins is to improve the health of the community and the world by 

setting the highest standard of medical education, research, and clinical care. 

 

Notable Best Practices We Found Online 

 
1. Heavy use of linked PDFs- conduct standard documents (See image 1) for researchers 

who work in the hospital. 
 

2. Featured graphic section of mission, vision, and values alongside history and about us 
areas. 
 

3. Easily navigate categories of the John Hopkins website including facilities, leadership, 
employee resources, and patient resources. (See image 3) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/about/index.html
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Images/ Displays of Interest – Johns Hopkins 

 
 

 
 

Image 1- PDF access to Code of Professional Conduct 
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Strategic plan visuals 
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Conversations with Ross 

Below are categories of best practice topics we have inventoried to date.  

Ross’ Best Practices Topic Lists  

 

How we communicate and interact with others How our campuses appear and function 

First impression (gate officer, concierge) Individual community planning and layout 

Email and texting First impressions 

Uniformity/branding Community access 

Font Grounds maintenance 

Constant Contact Lakes and ponds 

lnformacast Emergency Communication Security and emergency response services 

Telephone Professional attire and appearance 

Website neighborhood Dressing for success 

Resident Handbooks Resource allocation and utilization 

Memos and letters Utilities 

Inter-personal skills Asset management (PM Worx) 

  

How we serve others How our buildings function  

Compassionate service Everything works philosophy 

Body language (warmth and with a smile) Standardized inspection process 

Etiquette/politeness Uniform benchmarking of facilities 

Responsiveness and follow-up Preventative maintenance 

Resolving disappointment Capital improvements 

Exceptional listening  General organization 

Going the extra mile Life safety 

Problem solving mindset Regulatory requirements 

Measuring engagement through Qualtrics Qualifications and training 

Treat residents as most important people in 
the world 

 

How our partners look/appear How our partners operate 

Professional attire and appearance Policies and standards 

Dressing for success With Compassion in Action techniques 

Uniformity of departmental partners How dining services work 

Attire for supervisors and executives  How Assisted Living functions 

General grooming standards  How we procure/purchase 

Tattoos and hair color  How we ensure consistency 

Name badges/Identification  
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Departments/Organizational Categories 
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Guidance from Ross 
on the power of icons 
and graphics. 
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Moorings Park Acronyms 
 

MP -Moorings Park  NEO - New Hire Orientation  

OC - Original Campus  PT -Part-time  

CHL -Center for Healthy Living PAC-

Facilities  
PT-Physical Therapist  

FIN -Finance  FT -Full Time  

HR - Human Resources  OT - Overtime  

HHA -Home Health Agency  OT - Occupational Therapist  

GO -Grey Oaks  OT - Orchid Terrace  

GL -Grande Lake  IT -Information Technology  

BEO -Banquet Event Order  ED- Executive Director  

EVS - Environmental Services  AED -Assistant Executive Director  

EAP - Employee Assistance Program ALF - 

Assisted Living Facility  
CFO - Chief Financial Officer  

ACT IL -Activities Independent Living IL - 

Independent Living  
CEO -Chief Executive Officer  

FAC - Facilities  COO -Chief Operations Officer  

TC -The Chateau  CIO - Chief Information Officer  

Found-Foundation  PIC - Partners in Caring  

MKT - Marketing  PRM -Partner Recognition Meeting  

OPS -Operations  LIVE -Lives Inspired by Value & Education  

RCA -Resident Care Assistance  GL Code -General Ledger Code (finance)  

CNA - Certified Nursing Assistant LPN - 

Licensed Practical Nurse  
PHP -Partners Helping Partners  

SNF -Skilled Nursing Facility  

HIP AA - Health Insurance Portability & 

Accountability Act MEP - Management 

Essentials Program  

RN -Registered Nurse PDCA -Plan Do Check Act  

ADA -American with Disabilities Act  ERP-Employment Requisition Form  
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Building Appearance and Operation 
Our Philosophy......Everything works! 

 
BUILDING EXTERIORS: 
Building exteriors are always maintained in a clean state. Finishes, whether stucco, STO, hardy 

board, or other material shall be free of cracks and other penetrations that may permit water 

intrusion. Painting or surface refinishing is conducted on a 7-year cycle due to the extreme 

environmental elements in southwest Florida. Primary paint colors are documented in the as-

built drawings and readily available in Worx Hub. Only quality paint with an elastomeric base is 

appropriate to help withstand the elements. Facility Directors are expected to maintain 

accurate records of exterior coating systems, including dates of application. Color changes are 

not permissible without prior authorization from the corporate office. 

 

ROOFING: 
Building roofing materials vary by building type and age. Most Moorings Park buildings are 

outfitted with clay roofing tiles that are affixed to a plywood base. This type of roofing system, 

when properly applied, has an average life expectancy of 20-years. Tile application on newer 

roofs most often include a foam adhesive combined with roofing screws or nails. Tiles are 

applied directly over the roofing membrane which provides the actual watertight envelope. 

Tiles are very susceptible to moss and mildew growth resulting from heavy seasonal rains in 

southwest Florida. Facility Directors should plan for annual soft washing of roofing tiles or 

application of anti-fungal growth solution. Roofing tiles are expected to be clean, free of 

discoloration and fully functional. Commercial roofing inspection shall be conducted on a five-

year cycle commencing the date of warranty expiration. Color changes are not permissible 

without prior authorization from 

the corporate office
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DOORS & WINDOWS: 
Maintaining highly functional and properly fitted exterior doors and windows is critical, 

particularly in the high humidity climate of southwest Florida. Failure to maintain proper air 

conditioning zones can result in condensation and fungal growth. Functionality of doors 

and windows should be inspected on a recurring basis to avoid interior damage. All 

buildings are expected to possess either slightly positive or neutral pressurization. 

Essentially, this mean that more air is exhausted from building access points than air 

introduced to the building. The reverse affect presents a negative air pressure scenario 

where warm, moist warm enters a building via primary access points. When this occurs, 

outside air is met with conditioned cool environment, resulting in condensation. Buildings 

found with "negative" pressurization must be addressed with a sense of urgency. 

 

Most windows and doors on Moorings Park buildings are hurricane rated. This means that 

the glass has been evaluated to sustain either a large or small "missile" strike from flying 

objects. Routine expectations should focus on glass being free of damage, proper and 

effective weathertight gasket fit, and unobstructed drain holes. Hurricane glass rating 

varies based on building age. The newest Moorings Park structures constructed in 2019 or 

later are outfitted with category five glass windows and sliders, while older structures are 

hurricane rated but to less wind velocity. 

 

Windows, interior and exterior, are cleaned annually for all residential and clubhouse 

buildings. This process involves the contracted services of a specialized company 

possessing high-lift equipment. Facility Directors must plan for annual cleaning events and 

prepare residents for the anticipated disruption. The period in which windows undergo 

annual cleaning is determined by the Executive Director. 

 

 

SIGNAGE: 
Every building has an interior and exterior signage plan. For newer construction, this plan 

is part of the construction drawings and should be readily available for review in CAD 

drawings or on architectural drawings. Signage not only provides labeling for doors and 

spaces, but also plays a key role in life safety. For example, the details and specificity of 

certain interior signs provide Egress direction during time of emergency. Other signs 

identify important electrical and mechanical engineering spaces, while others contribute to 

apartment home door aesthetics for individual residents. Signage should be always in 

good working order. Missing or fallen signs shall be replaced as soon as possible and  
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shall be manufactured to the exact same appearance and specification. Exterior signage is 

style and color coordinated by community. Like interior signage, replacement of exterior 

sign. 

 

FLOORING, WALLS, CEILING: 
Building interiors shall always present a clean and crisp appearance; one that invites pride 

for the resident and staff. Maintaining common spaces in top condition require the 

involvement of every partner who enters these spaces. If cleaning discrepancies are 

noted, they should be brought to the attention of the assigned housekeeper. Such 

discrepancies may include but are not limited to wall marks, soiled ceiling tiles, dirty air 

vents, burnt out light bulbs, door handprints, or spotted carpet. If discrepancies cannot be 

addressed immediately with the attending housekeeper, then a work order must be 

completed to mobilize appropriate resources for addressing the matter. 

 

Interior common spaces are repainted on a seven-year cycle but receive continuous 

touch-up painting as needed. Similarly, hallway carpeting is replaced on a seven-year 

cycle based on normal wear and tear. Occasionally, these refurbishment cycles allow for 

longer service life or shorter. Regardless, Facility Directors should budget for 

replacements or refurbishment based on defined lifecycles in Worx Hub. 

 

Moorings Park is committed to using the services of highly skilled interior designers to 

decor our buildings. 
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Ross’ Reflections Captured 
 
Key Takeaways 
  

1. Standardizations  

a. Create alignment among standards across the different locations  

i. Need to start with finding data on discrepancies between locations  

b. Okay with some variations but there needs to be a baseline  

c. Emphasis on customer experience   

 

2. Culture Creation  

a. Create a culture around ‘operating philosophy’  

i. ‘Next level’ of operation philosophy  

b. One-liner summary of purpose (emphasis on facilities of fine hotel)   

c. Recognize what we are doing at different properties and for what reasons  

i. Affirm who people are but confirm some standards  

d. Education element beyond the concepts  

 

3. Job description document  

a. Standards of practice policy document created that’s accessible and relevant 

to all positions/roles  

i. Emphasis on a core of standards  

ii. Standards for each category of job description  

b. Make digitally accessible

 

Key Phrases 
 

Operating philosophy  Standards of conduct 

Standards of practice   TQM (total quality management)  

Core of standards  Brand standard  

Maintenance philosophy  Brand identification 

QRS, a hub  Consistency and uniformity  

Resort style living   Professionalism defined  

Life-long learning  Specific look and appearance   

Next level of operation philosophy   Operator framework 

Critical brand issues vs optional brand 
issues 

Branches that are aligned and unified 

not replicated   
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Project Considerations and Direction 
 

Ross on the Vision of the Project 
 

✓ Show what is a critical brand issue/ optional brand issue  
 

o Example – Dining  
▪ Formal dining  

o Standards of Excellence is for: 
▪ Fine glassware 
▪ Fine silverware  
▪ Fine China dinnerware but not the exact 

brand, 
o Locations have autonomy for what is specifically 

chosen   
 

✓ Create a higher level of standardization  
 

✓ Standards of Excellence from a cultural perspective  
 

✓ The end product is: a book, binder, manual, guide, database 
o It is “a consolidation of operational information that sets expectations”  

 
✓ Everything we do will tie into more granular policies that will be stored into 

PowerDMS but I don’t know that everything that this project entails will need to 

go into PowerDMS  

 

✓ The digital format of the end product needs to be accessible to supervisor and 

above   

 

✓ The two deliverables are 
1. A comprehensive platform 

2. Framework for each subject and what is expected from the 

organization 

 

✓ Clearly define what the objectives are in every single topic. What is the 

expectation?  

• How do we do this in a very general sense  

• Who is accountable  

• Where do I find further information   
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Ross on the Purpose 
 

✓ Educating and defining brand standards while creating latitude for locations to 

make choices. 

 

• What is the look and the appearance? 

o What is the customer experience from the second they pull up to the 

gate?  

o What’s our philosophy on maintaining the ground?  

o What are the facilities and how do we maintain them? 

 

✓ Create a search function and a directory, but also readable from front to back.  

 

✓ Have a separate document that pertains to quarterly accountability under each 

of the topics.  

 

 
Ross on the Process 
✓ We must select the topics for the executive-level partners.  

 

✓ We can build a template, so it draws information out of the partners. 

 

✓ Weave this project into annual appraisals and evaluations. 

 

✓ Focus on the most frequently addressed topics that drive what we do every 

day. 

 

✓ We need those topics defined and put into sub-topics.  

 

o Example: Dining / Front of the House – Dining Room Servers; Table 

Arrangements, etc. 

 

✓ We want to inform readers that formalized documentation is available; we do 

not want to rewrite the policies. 

 

✓ Focus on format, the artistic side, and how this is going to be presented. 
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Ross on Brevity  
 

✓ Make this extremely readable and prioritized by the importance of standards.  

o Strongly recommend this is kept at a high level  
o Be careful not to get too granular 
o Stay away from complexity 

 

✓ “Brevity is your friend- it is important to have no fog around expectations.” 

 

✓ We still want employees to have the freedom and creativity to figure out how to do 

things.  

 

✓ Stay in the middle ground of vagueness and over policy. 

 

 

Ross on the Task Force 
 

✓ 1-2 senior managers/directors from each department.  

 

✓ Task force members will vet incoming information and make recommendations. 

 

✓ Cross-functional and cross-organization will apply.  

 

✓ The Task Force must be very clear on its goals- We need to be structured in 

what we expect of the Task Force; we want to empower and enable.  

 

✓ All three campuses will participate in this. 

 

✓ Each campus will see things a bit differently.  Some things will be unique per 

property. 
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This report is a product of a thorough review of the literature on best practice approaches 

found on the internet. Thank you to everyone at Moorings Park for your contributions.  
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